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Class 1 Div 1: 
Safe to operate in presence of

flammable gases, liquids or

vapors.

Class 2 Div 1: 
Safe to operate in presence of

combustible dusts.

Class 3 Div 1: 
Safe to operate where easily

ignitable fibers or flyings exist

some or all of the time.

FROM ARBILL'S UTILITY EXPERTS:
In tight spaces and harsh and dangerous environments, utility workers live in a dangerous world each and

every day. Whether they need PPE for working in manholes or fixing power outages, there are five constants to

keep in mind to ensure that utility clients have the right PPE – including intrinsically safe flashlights available:

Can I be sure it won’t create spark issues or cause a fire?

Will it turn on?

Is it bright enough?

Will they be able to see and see clearly through potential hazards to handle the required work?

Is it durable enough to withstand high impact situations?

Safety Ratings Explained

Knucklehead Spot
The far reaching beam of the

Knucklehead® spot can help you

locate hazards or victims from a

distance. Rechargeable

fire/rescue spotlight with

articulating head. 55 to 180

Lumens.

Smoke cutting beam

360 degree fully articulating

head

Up to 180 lumens

50000 hr. Average life

135 lb pull strength magnet

Learn More

A full line of ANSI Z87+ UVA & UVB protective eyewear designed to offer a wide range of fit, protection,

style and comfort. 

 Options include anti-fog, scratch-resistant and anti-reflective lenses. Add a foam gasket and strap kit to any

Artech 120 glass to achieve even more resistance to airborne particles (vs. traditional glasses).  

Learn More

Weekly deals on the TOP SAFETY PRODUCTS that are PRICED TO MOVE! 

Items are very limited and available while supplies last. 

 

P-VEX 110 14" Gloves

This glove offers the same great protection and great value

as the P-Vex™ Smooth Finish, but with the added benefit of

a rough finish for grip with wet or dry. It features a hand-

specific design for comfort and reduced hand fatigue and

an interlock liner for comfort.

ONLY $12.56/doz

Learn More

Assault Safety Glasses
Indoor / Outdoor Lens

This lightweight, economical wraparound single lens

provides style combined with excellent side protection and

a secure, customized fit. Soft, non-slip rubber sleeves and a

molded nosepiece add comfort. Features X-Coat Fog anti-

fog coating. Complies with ANSI. 

ONLY $1.00/each

Learn More
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